
Notes :
These are examples of various stretching and range of motion exercises performed for tennis elbow. These are often during the
acute phase of injury.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website,
including text, images, video, graphics, documents and other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff
(under "Ask physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind and is not intended to be, and should not be, used to
diagnose or identify treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You
are always advised to seek the advice of a physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or another health practitioner in your area
BEFORE taking any action, ordering or starting to use any product or exercises from The Physio Store website. The Physio Store
is not responsible or liable for any failure to follow the foregoing advice.

1  Wrist extensors stretching

Reps: 3  Hold: 30
Extend one arm out in front with the elbow
straight.
Use the other hand to grasp it at the side of the
thumb and bend the wrist downward.
Turn wrist towards the small finger to increase
the stretch.

2  Extensors stretching

Reps: 3  Hold: 30
Place the arms at chest height with elbows bent
and hands together.
With the back of each hand touching each other,
raise the wrists till a stretch is felt on top of the
forearm.
Hold the stretch.

3  Supinators stretch

Reps: 3  Hold: 30
Bend one elbow and place it next to your body. 
Keep the palm facing down on the stretched
arm.
Place the other hand above your wrist.
Rotate your wrist gently to turn it upwards until
you feel a stretch in the forearm.
Hold this position and then repeat.

4  Eccentric wrist extensors

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Sit with your hand hanging over the edge of a
table with the palm facing down.
Lift your hand with the opposite hand up as
high as possible while keeping your forearm on
the table
Slowly lower your hand using its own strength
as low as possible and repeat.
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5  Wrist extension

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Sit up straight in a chair with your arm on top
of a table so that only your hand hangs over the
edge.
Your palm should face down. 
With your elbow straight, lift up your hand as
high as you can then lower under control.

6  Seated active supination

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Sit up straight in a chair with your elbow tucked
in by your side and your forearm perpendicular
to your upper arm.
Turn your palm up towards the ceiling as much
as you can without moving the arm and then
come back with the palm facing sideways and
repeat.
To progress, repeat with a weight in your hand.

7  Radial deviation, w/ gravity

Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
Sit with your wrist hanging off the edge of the
table, thumb pointed up.
Slowly lift your wrist towards the ceiling.
Lower and repeat.
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Notes :
These are examples of various stretching and range of motion exercises performed for tennis elbow. These are often during the acute phase of injury.

The Physio Store website does not provide medical or physiotherapy advice of any kind. All content on The Physio Store website, including text, images, video, graphics, documents and
other information, whether provided by The Physio Store or by its staff (under "Ask physio"), does not constitute medical advice of any kind and is not intended to be, and should not be,
used to diagnose or identify treatment for a medical condition and may not be relied upon by you as medical or health care advice. You are always advised to seek the advice of a
physician and/or qualified physiotherapist or another health practitioner in your area BEFORE taking any action, ordering or starting to use any product or exercises from The Physio
Store website. The Physio Store is not responsible or liable for any failure to follow the foregoing advice.

1  Wrist extensors stretching
Reps: 3  Hold: 30

2  Extensors stretching
Reps: 3  Hold: 30

3  Supinators stretch
Reps: 3  Hold: 30

4  Eccentric wrist extensors
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

5  Wrist extension
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

6  Seated active supination
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10

7  Radial deviation, w/ gravity
Sets: 2  Reps: 10  Hold: 10
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